FACT SHEET

Future Proof
Education
Drive collaboration, safety and
security by modernizing your
school’s technology infrastructure

Modernize Your School
Legacy systems and old technology infrastructure

Education Technology Solutions
Features:

within schools inhibit innovation and modernization.
From K-12, through higher education, CompuCom®
helps schools keep pace with advances in technology by modernizing their environment and building
a scalable foundation that leads to new technologies
including collaboration, safety, and security.

On average, school
buildings are 44 years
old and an estimated
53 percent of schools
needed to modernize.1
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Condition of America’s Public School Facilities

Foundational Infrastructure to Future
Proof Your School
Educators and administrators need the support
that comes with technology that enables communication, collaboration, safety and flexibility.
•

Our routers, network devices, wireless backup
and network security solutions ensure connectivity and simplicity

•

Increased productivity solutions for educators,
administrators and students includes remote access to school networks for staff and students

•

Modern infrastructure solutions that drive interactive, fast and dynamic school Website and
intranet content

•

Solutions that provide fast, wireless internet
networks for educators and administrators and
monitor Websites students and staff visit, while
working with third-party partner solutions to
block inappropriate content and sites

Technology that Drives Collaboration

Safety and Security, the New Norm

Break through the cinder blocks and turn class-

The concerns around safety and security in and

rooms into productivity centers. Solutions like Cisco

around our schools has taken center stage.

WebEx® Meeting CenterTM or Google® Classroom

CompuCom believes in the importance of technol-

help teachers stay organized, save time and in-

ogy solutions that provide another level of security

crease student engagement.

and safety for teachers, students and administrators.
We provide a suite of safety and security solutions

•

•

•

Always-on messaging and file sharing lets educators talk with each other whenever and wherever they need to
Student workspaces with video calling and
screen share help administrators and educators
collaborate without having to move classrooms
or shuffle through hallways.
Get up and running faster with solutions that
work with Google Chromebooks, tablets and
mobile phones

•

Support for online and remote learning help sick
students keep up or catch up with the click of a
button

•

Centralize staff scheduling for coordinating
meetings provide an easy-to-use, online calendar

that provide schools with options including:
•

The ability to alert the staff and authorities at the
touch of a button

•

The capability of locking all doors with the touch
of a button

•

Immediate location of any danger or threat

•

Lighting that automatically changes within each
hallway to signify “safe” (green) or “avoid” (red)

•

Centralized and automated operations, like locking all building doors, which saves two to four
hours a day on formerly manual tasks

•

Actionable intelligence and incident reporting

•

Single pane of glass view of all school operations
that can be accessed from anywhere at anytime
from a mobile application

Contact CompuCom today at 1-800-350-8430 for an assessment
that leads to a more connected, more collaborative and safer school.
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